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説明

It would be very handy to be able to create and save custom reports (or save the filters used on a search) based on
similar criteria that is used on the Issues search page (eg http://my.site.name/issues)

journals

I have to agree, this would be very handy

I agree too

Imho this issue is resolved by r1311 followed by r1312. Please provide some feedback if
this issue can be resolved...

Feature implemented, so closed with resolution fixed.

I just checked this, but it's NOT implemented.
It's implemented in Issue list, where it works just great.
Anyway, we need the same behaviour for Reports, not issue lists.
The logic can be the same, like project/global or private/public settings.

I would like to be able to create special global public reports like:

List of spend time of all users in current week
List of work done today on all projects etcetc.

This will be very handy!!!

Maxim Krušina wrote:

I would like to be able to create special global public reports like:

List of spend time of all users in current week
List of work done today on all projects etcetc.

My [[PluginTimesheet¦ Timesheet plugin]] has had these features for about a year now. 
You can try to use it for now.

@Maxim : +1
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@Eric : Your plugin is great, I use it. But I think the key feature here is "Saving time report".

Jm Delehaye wrote:

@Eric : Your plugin is great, I use it. But I think the key feature here is "Saving time report".

Ah, I missed the saving part.  I'm actually planning on adding saving support to my plugin in the near future.  For now, all the
Timesheet reports in the plugin have a permalink that I use to "save" as a link on a page (e.g. Time for Eric in January).

https://projects.littlestreamsoftware.com/issues/show/1775

any news for this feature request? Is it implemented in redmine or the plugin?

In my opinion this issue should be closed as there is a valid workaround for this Feature.
If you want to share a link to the time report with users you should do this in the project overview by publishing the permalink of
time report (or by publishing in a wiki page).
It is not worth spending hours and hours of development when there is a valid workaround (from my developer perspective).
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